responsible for political decisions which are manifested in the process of the civic initiative -the authorities. The goal of this work is to answer the question about the role and perspective of the civic -s: H72.
Introduction
Moreover, there is an opinion that the citizens' level of trust to public insti- 
Law aspects
Self--ish cities became contests of the citizens' projects which were funded by selfof occurrences provided for the law or other important for communes issues
---tive process the commune authorities declare that citizens' decisions will be approved. Such solution is only a social deal between the authorities and the that the social deal does not combine both fronts effectively but is based only Source: The author's own compilation. Source: The author's own compilation. Source: The author's own compilation. Source: The author's own compilation. Citizen's initiative in Radom -plans for the future fact that it is very popular and it has positive effects. It should be noted, that the procedure for its preparation is not easy and requires involvement of -should be called the "half-direct" method or the "indirect" system of decid--because it is not only motivates the commune, the city but also has many positive effects on economic and social sphere. It improves thrift and sup--museum of antique bicycles, the new car----zation of the area --by its illumination and safe pavement and bicycles path to the station. The 7 -dix 5 to report on the public consultation on the so-the residents decided to create an inter--
Conclusions
should be the inspiration and the moderator of an activity of the citizens, that undertaken in their communities. Special dimension becomes a principle of terms, it is considered as a democratic system in which power is exercised several countries, the authorities extreme rarely realise it directly 8 . The reference to dreams and creativity of the citizens themselves should a very important and necessary initiative.
